Pre-order now at 35% off:

The Bloomsbury Handbook of Context and Transformative Leadership in Higher Education

Edited by Mary Drinkwater & Patrick Deane

Explores the importance of cultural, political, socioeconomic and historical context in change leadership in higher education.

35% off with this flyer!

Hardback | 352 pp | September 2024 | 9781350406322 | £140.00 £91.00

*Use the following discount codes to save 35% on bloomsbury.com/9781350406322.

UK, Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia, South and Central America: BHCTLHE24
USA: BHCTLHE24
Canada: BHCTLHE24
Australia and New Zealand: BHCTLHE24

Why not join our mailing list?
Be the first to hear about new products in your area of interest as well as offers and exclusive discounts
Visit https://www.bloomsbury.com/newsletter/

Available to individuals only | Price and availability subject to change | Discount code only valid for books available on Bloomsbury.com